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Pediatric and School Based AAC Evaluations
 What are the challenges?

 Tools and Strategies

 Practical tips: AAC evaluations and device submissions



Challenges to AAC 
Pediatric Population 



Grey Cloud 
Challenges



AAC Myths

 Too young for AAC intervention

 Poor cognition=no device

 Must be able to answer yes/no

 High tech is the best tech

 “Communication only happen in the _____”

 Communication come first (before other AT 
intervention)

 AAC is one size fits all (magical tool or 
device) Reasons why AAC is not tried 

and combating these can be 
challenging and can lead to 
pitfalls.



Case Studies

 Case Study A:

Pediatric student 4 year old classified as 
on the spectrum by teachers and their 
observation. During the AT specialist’s initial 
observation, it was story time in the classroom, 
and she was able to participate in 1 interactive 
part of the story, a song, however throughout 
most of story time she was kept still by 1 
paraprofessional holding her in a sit down 
position in a cardboard box.  No verbal 
communication.  She hit a button (switch) to 
participate which generated the song. We will refer back to these 

throughout the webinar today.



Case Studies

 Case Study B:

Pediatric student 6 years old with a 
diagnosis of childhood apraxia.  During initial 
observation, he would attempt to say 
something and become frustrated when others 
didn’t understand.  Sometimes, he displayed 
behaviors such as throwing toys or verbal 
frustration (sighing). He was able to follow 
directions, and speech therapist notes that he 
is making slow progress with speech sounds 
while adverse behaviors are increasing in the 
classroom. We will refer back to these 

throughout the webinar today.



Case Studies

 Case Study C:
Pediatric student 9 years old with a 

diagnosis of CP.  Is learning to drive her new 
power wheelchair and is becoming quite 
independent with driving.  During initial 
observation, it was noted that she has spastic 
movements and limited rang of motion in most 
of her body, but has the most range in her 
head.  She is non-verbal mostly, but attempts 
to speak by making inconsistent vowel 
vocalizations. She follows everyone’s 
movement with her eyes and head.  She is 
aware of conversation and smiles when others 
tell jokes. We will refer back to these 

throughout the webinar today.



Tools, Strategies, & 
Tips
Pediatric AAC Evaluations



AAC Evaluation

 Find tools that will allow you to evaluate the 
whole person

 Find tools that help streamline processes  
and documentation

 Find tools that are easily accessible and if 
necessary adaptable

Find and familiarize yourself 
with an evaluation tool(s).



AAC Evaluations Tools
 Sett Frame work: http://www.joyzabala.com/Home.php
 S (student)
 E (environment)
 T (task)
 T (tool)

http://www.joyzabala.com/Home.php


AAC Evaluations Tools
 AAC TechConnect Inc.
 Person



AAC Evaluations Tools
 AAC TechConnect Inc.
 The Device 

(or tool)



AAC Evaluations Tools
 AAC TechConnect Inc.
 Decision 

making



AAC Evaluations Tools
 AT EVAL2Go App by Smarty Ears Apps
 Comprehensive 
 Generates a report 
 Allows you to add audio and photos into your report
 Easy to use



AAC Evaluations Tools
 Evaluation Genie by HumpSoftware
 Accessible
 Informal 
 Easy to use 
 Has a guide
 Gain useful information about potential AAC user’
 Use guide to create your own scoring/recommendations template

Sample Screen



AAC Evaluations Tools-Data
 AAC and SGD Data Collection tool from DynaVox

Who 
completes 
this form?  
ALL team 
members 



Flow of AAC evaluation and report writing

Step 1 
Observation 

Step 2
Screener 

Step 3
Implement 
AAC tool 

Step 4
Gather data

Step 5
Write my 
report with 
effective goals

Keep the team 
involved 



Practical Tips
Pediatric AAC Evaluations and Report Writing



AAC/AT evaluator checklist
Familiar= well acquainted; well versed
 I am familiar with all of the low, lite, and high tech tools and devices ( includes 
settings) I have access to, and with those I don’t.

 I am familiar with devices approved by insurance and those that are not.
 I am familiar with the end user’s funding source and it’s requirements
 I have information (via website or company brochure) on different devices that I 
do not have access to in my facility.

 I know how to contact tech support for the devices I am using during my 
evaluation process.

 I can program and edit pages as needed per device I am demonstrating.
 I have a camera available and ready.



Funding Sources
 Private Insurance

 Each one is different 
 primarily follows Medicare guidelines and Medicare is broken into regions, each region my 

have a slightly different interpretation of guidelines or rules 

 Medicaid
 Each state is different 
 May have requirements about report format/may have to be on their form
 Standardized vs. non-standardized testing (in some states it may be different that the 

requirements of IEP)

*Schools 



BRICK-tips for dynamic AAC report writing
Be repetitive and descriptive
Rule out other devices and accessories
Informative writing 
Check behind yourself; avoid contradictory statements
Know the report writing rules of your funding source

• Do NOT Forget your Treatment plan with functional communication 
goals!



Practical Tips
AAC Goals-Treatment Plan



Treatment Plan

 Must state functional communication goals 
for the device user.
 Communication partners, environment, and current 
level of communication, long vs. short term goals

 Must state frequency of treatment with the 
device with the SLP.
 Additionally some funding sources may require a 
statement of: responsible parties for programming 
and troubleshooting; timeline for reassessment, 
and/or type of therapy group vs. individual 
treatment sessions. 



Treatment Plan

 Examines each functional area of language 
when it comes to communicating with a 
communication device.

 Easily adaptable to a multiple devices and 
language systems

 Easily adaptable to client/student/patient 
using an eye gaze accessory or other access 
methods.

Helpful tool: DAGG2

Tobii Dynavox



DAGG-2 
Competency Areas 

 Linguistic

 Social

 Operational 

 Strategic

Ability Level

 Emergent

 Emergent Transitional 

 Context Dependent

 Transitional Independent 

 Independent 



DAGG-2 
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